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2006 KYSITE Officers

President: Tony Lewis, PE Vice-President: Eric Green, PE

Treasurer: Jeff Moore, AICP Secretary: Scott Walker, EIT

Past President Brian Aldridge, PE Section Rep. Bill Seymour, PE

Director Ron Herrington, PE Director Jo Anne Tingle, PE
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Workplace: Parsons Brinckerhoff
Address: 2333 Alumni Park Plaza, Suite 330

Lexington, Kentucky 40517
Phone: 859-245-3873
Fax: 859-272-6556
E-mail: WalkerSc@pbworld.com

Workplace: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Branch Manager
Prof. Engineering Development 
Division of Program Performance

Address: 200 Mero Street, Stn W3-22-03
Frankfort, KY 40622

Phone: 502-564-4555 x 3867
Fax: 502-564-4422
Email: jo.tingle@ky.gov

Workplace: Gresham Smith & Partners 
Address: 101 South Fifth Street Suite 1400 

Louisville, KY 40202 
Phone: 502-627-8908 
Fax: 502-627-8989 
E-mail: tony_lewis@gspnet.com

Workplace: University of Kentucky
Address: Kentucky Transportation Center

University of Kentucky
140C OHR Building
Lexington, KY 40506-0281

Phone: 859-257-4513 (254)
Fax: 859-257-1815
E-mail: Egreen@engr.uky.edu

Workplace: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Division of Planning, District 3

Address: Post Office Box 599
900 Morgantown Road
Bowling Green, KY 42102

Phone: 270-746-7898
Fax: 270-746-7643
E-mail: jeff.moore@ky.gov

Workplace: Gresham Smith & Partners
Address: 101 South Fifth Street, Suite 1400

Louisville, KY 40202
Phone: 502-627-8909
Fax: 502-627-8989
E-mail: bill_seymour@gspnet.com

Workplace: American Consulting Engineers, PLC
Schimpeler/American Division

Address: 10400 Linn Station Road, Suite 211
Louisville, KY 40223-3939

Phone: 502-213-7564
Fax: 502-339-9664
Email: baldridge@ace-plc.com

Workplace: Lexington-Fayette Urban County Gov.
Traffic Engineering Division

Address: 101 East Vine Street, Suite 300
Lexington, KY 40507

Phone: 859-258-3830
Fax: 859-258-3479
E-mail: ronh@lfucg.com



Message from the President

By: Tony Lewis
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At the Southern District Annual Meeting on April 10-13, 2005 in Savannah, Georgia, 
the Kentucky Section sponsored a team in the inaugural William H. Temple 
Scholarship Challenge, the “Traffic Bowl”. The team from the University of 
Kentucky Student Chapter ITE included Chad Bourke, Adam Clayton and Thomas 
Whitt.  The Kentucky Section team won its preliminary round, advancing to the 
final round of the competition, where it finished third.

On May 26, 2005, KYSITE hosted a joint meeting with TNSITE at the University Plaza 
Hotel in Bowling Green. This meeting included three technical presentations in the 
morning, lunch and section business meetings, and a golf outing in the afternoon. 
Melissa Cansler and Eric Larson presented on the Bowling Green Major Thoroughfare 
Plan, Fred Swartz gave a presentation on the Nashville Congestion Management 
Plan, and Paul Slone presented on the Lexington Congestion Management Plan.

On September 8, 2005, we invited the Ohio Section to join us for a meeting at the 
Radisson Hotel in Covington. Andy Fluegemann from ARTIMIS presented information 
on the role of ARTIMIS in special events traffic management, and the Tall Stacks 
Festival and Riverfest in Cincinnati.  Sgt. Joe Hornek and Officer Greg Raque from 
the Louisville Metro Police Department provided information on the traffic 
management plan for Thunder Over Louisville, the kick-off event for the Kentucky 
Derby Festival.

Finally, the Annual Meeting/Silent Auction and Awards Dinner was held on 
November 15, 2005, at Masterson’s Restaurant in Louisville. The silent auction 
raised $543 for the scholarship fund, awards were presented, and new officers were 
installed. The most important award presented was actually the dedication of the 
KYSITE Younger Member Award to Ron Herrington. This award will now be known as 
the Ron Herrington Younger Member Award.

We had a great year in 2005 under the leadership of Brian 
Aldridge. One of the initiatives for 2005 was to distribute the 
meeting locations throughout the state to increase 
membership and involvement. The spring meeting, held at the 
Lexington Fayette County Urban Government Traffic 
Operations Center, was in conjunction with a one-day training 
opportunity on HCS led by Bill Sampson, Director of the 
McTrans Center at the University of Florida. The luncheon 
meeting, which was our most successful meeting of the year, 
included a presentation by Mr. Sampson on differences 
between HCS 2000 and HCS+.



As successful as 2005 was, this year’s officers are determined to make 2006 even 
better. An initiative that was started this year by the Southern District is the 
development of Strategic Goal Area Champions at the District and Section level. 
The development of these section champions prompted the Kentucky Section to 
revise and update the operations manual especially with regards to roles and 
responsibilities. These revised roles and responsibilities are more streamlined and 
will hopefully result in a stronger leadership and increased membership. Increasing 
membership is our biggest initiative for 2006, which will be a group effort with 
multiple approaches.

Our first approach to increasing membership and participation will be the selection 
of meeting locations to serve our membership base and keeping you informed of all 
upcoming meetings and events. This effort will be led by our Information / 
Communications / Outreach Champion, Scott Walker. Scott is doing an excellent job 
of keeping you informed by updating our membership directory, sending meeting 
notifications and minutes, and this wonderful newsletter.

The success of the 2005 spring meeting and the strength of TNSITE, which requires 
technical presentations at every meeting, prompted an initiative to have more 
technical substance to our meetings in 2006. This will be led by our Technical 
Services Champion, Eric Green, and our Workforce Development Champion, Jo Anne 
Tingle. We are already off to a great start with our first technical meeting in 
February. Our past president, Brian Aldridge, drafted a letter on behalf of the 
Kentucky Section of supporting Kentucky Senate Bill 34 requiring the establishment 
of a continuing education program for individual engineering licensees. Plans are 
also underway to host a Synchro and SimTraffic training course in the near future. 

Following the success of the Traffic Bowl at the SDITE Annual Meeting, the Kentucky 
Section revised its scholarship process. The KYSITE will now hold its own Traffic 
Bowl to award scholarships and select a team for the Southern District Traffic Bowl. 
Under the leadership of our Membership and Section Services Champion, Adam Kirk, 
the 2005 Kentucky Section scholarship recipients and 2006 Southern District Traffic 
Bowl team was selected at  our first meeting of the year on February 22, 2006 at 
the University of Kentucky and they are Meiwu An, Kevin Blain, and Ryan Gossom.  
The 2006 scholarship recipients and 2007 Traffic Bowl team will be chosen this fall 
before the KYSITE Annual Meeting.

I look forward to seeing you all at a meeting soon, hopefully the Southern District 
Meeting in Jackson, MS April 2-5.

Message from the President (continued)
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Masterson’s in Louisville was the site for the KYSITE annual meeting on November 
15th, 2005.  The officers for 2006 were installed at the meeting, which are listed on 
page 2 of this newsletter.  

For those who were unable to attend, we did have 22 attendees despite the threat of 
severe weather. Thanks to your generous donations, the auction raised $543 for our 
scholarship fund. A special thank you to Karen Mohommadi, Paula Wahl, and Stacy 
Keith for all of their hard work on the auction. Without them, this auction would not 
have been the success that it was.

It was decided that the scholarship for 2005 would be held over to 2006 in order to 
revise the process. After the success of the Traffic Bowl at the Southern District 
Meeting this year, KYSITE decided use a Traffic Bowl competition to award the 
scholarship each year.

The KYSITE Younger Member Award was dedicated to Ron Herrington for his 
dedication to the Kentucky Section and his mentoring of young engineers throughout 
the state. Congratulations to Ron.

In an effort to preserve and increase the honor and significance of the awards we 
present, the KYSITE chose to limit the number of awards given in 2005.  The 
inaugural 2005 Ron Herrington Younger Member Award was presented to Tony Lewis.
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2005 Annual Meeting

2006 Officer InstallationSocial Hour Before Dinner



ABC Printing
Actors Guild of Lexington
Argosy Casino
Casino Aztar
Cave Country Adventures
Choral Arts Society
Churchill Downs
Cincinnati Art Museum
Cincinnati Reds
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden
Claudia Sanders Dinner House
Cookies By Design
Ensemble Theatre of Cincinnati
Explorium of Lexington
Frazier Historical Arms Musuem
Grand Victoria Casino
Gresham Smith & Partners
HNTB Corporation

KYSITE would like to thank the following sponsors for 
their continued generous support of our Scholarship 
Auction.

Holiday World & Splashin' Safari
Keeneland
Kentucky Action Park
Kentucky Derby Museum
Kentucky Horse Park
Kentucky Railway Museum
Kentucky Symphony Orchestra
The Louisville Zoo
Louisville Metro Parks
National Corvette Museum
Newport Aquarium
Ober Gatlinburg
Scotty’s Pink Pig
Shaker Village at Pleasant Hill
Skaggs Family Recording
Stephen Foster – The Musical
University of Louisville
Wicks Pizza
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2005 Annual Meeting

Sponsorship Recognition



2006 KYSITE Spring Meeting
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The first KYSITE meeting of the year was held on February 22 at the University of 
Kentucky.  The meeting began with a business meeting which highlighted recent 
changes to the KYSITE Operation Manual and a listing of Upcoming Events.

Ken Agent of the Kentucky Transportation Center gave a presentation entitled 
“Evaluation of High Traffic Crash Corridors”.  The presentation outlined the 
procedures and research undertaken to identify a selected safety corridor within 
each Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Highway District.  

Eric Walsh of the Bluegrass Area Development District (BGADD) presented on safety 
activities within the 17-county BGADD.  US 27 was designated as the safety corridor 
within this region.  Activities conducted to support public awareness includes: 
Ghost-outs, Public Service Announcement Contest, Battle of the Belts, Mock Crash, 
child safety seat checks, and Fatal Vision goggles.

During lunch, three University of Kentucky (UK) students participated in the Traffic 
Bowl.  The Traffic Bowl is a "Jeopardy!"-style competition in which the students 
answer transportation / traffic questions. This competition was used to distribute 
KYSITE scholarship money for 2005.  The three students were Meiwu An, Kevin 
Blain, and Ryan Gossom.  

Two rounds of the exciting competition were completed.  The students decided 
since there was some collaboration during the competition, the money should be 
equally divided among the participants.  Therefore, each participant was awarded 
$500. 

All three students from this competition will be representing Kentucky at 
the Southern District ITE (SDITE) Meeting in Jackson, MS next month. The students 
(as a team) will compete against students from other Sections in SDITE for 
additional scholarship money.  

February 22, 2006 
11:00 AM – 1:00 PM

Oliver H. Raymond Civil Engineering Building 
at the University of Kentucky, in Lexington, KY



The following is an executive summary of a technical paper presented at the ITE 2005 Technical 
Conference and Exhibit.  For the full paper go to the http://www.kysite.org web site.

Fayette and Jessamine Counties comprise the Lexington Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO).  The need to maximize the efficiency of existing arterial roadways while balancing thriving 
development and growth with the quality of life in Lexington, Kentucky and to satisfy federal 
mandates prompted the MPO to perform a congestion management study of the area’s seven most 
congested roadways.  

In most cases the demands of traffic upon the roadway system have exceeded the capacity it has 
to offer. Given the high cost and lengthy disruption caused by roadway construction, major 
widening cannot reasonably be performed on all arterials.  Other action(s) must be taken to 
combat increasing congestion and its daily impact.  MPO’s were required by the Transportation 
Equity Act for the 21st Century to shift emphasis to the importance of how the system is managed 
and operated. 

Roadways were selected for the study based on their congestion levels as determined in the MPO’s
“2002 Congestion Management Report for Travel Time and Delay Study.” The report established a 
program that designated a network of transportation facilities that will be periodically monitored 
for congestion, and created a performance baseline and review process.
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Executive Summary:

Congestion Management Study for 
the Lexington Area MPO

By: Ron Herrington

Under the guidance of the Area MPO, and 
Division’s of Traffic Engineering and Engineering  
special emphasis was placed on the development 
of criteria that identified roadways/segments 
where reversible lane operations was the most 
appropriate tool to mitigate congestion during 
peak travel periods.  There were two phases in 
the development of criteria.  The first phase 
was used to determine the most appropriate 
congestion management techniques listed in 
priority order by roadway and segment.  New 
criteria were developed in the second phase to 
determine if reversible lane operations are 
promising and applicable as part of the 
congestion management strategies.  

Most of the existing programs shown in Figure 1, 
have been in place since the early 1990’s.  

http://www.kysite.org/


This group includes transportation planning, traffic operations agencies, emergency response, public 
safety agencies and political entities who have traditionally identified and addressed various issues 
surrounding regional transportation needs, traffic congestion and mitigating its adverse impacts.  

The study provided information on the transportation system performance and alternative strategies 
for alleviating congestion to meet the present and future mobility needs of people and goods.  It 
developed a complete package of strategies or tools to aid transportation and elected officials in 
matching the existing funding with the transportation infrastructure needs.  It is also a tool to 
improve the planning and programming process which integrates with other programs that are part 
of an existing Transportation Management System.  

While major capital investments are still needed in some cases to meet the growing travel demand, 
the CMS introduced lower cost strategies to complement large capital projects and can sometimes 
extend the lifespan of existing facilities and limited transportation funds.  The CMS was designed as 
a flexible program that will be reviewed every 2-3 years to ensure that it is effective and evolves to 
meet regional mobility needs.  

The second phase of the CMS was the most critical.  It analyzed the selected roadways and 
recommended a preliminary set of “tools” or “strategies” to address congestion levels. Once the 
preliminary tools were identified on a broad level, more refined analyses were performed to test 
the effectiveness of each strategy.  

Upon the completion of all analysis, a course of action was recommended for each arterial route.  
The plan inputs short, medium, and long-range improvements of high, medium and low impact into 
the planning process.  Finally, after projects are constructed, an evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the implemented strategies will be performed to determine if the anticipated results were 
achieved.  There are lessons to be learned which will help improve the CMS and avoid 
underachieving projects in future CMS cycles.  During each cycle, the CMS will be reevaluated to add 
or subtract strategies and revaluate procedures on both analytical and policy levels to ensure the 
effectiveness of the overall program. This cycle is shown graphically in Figure 2.  
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Combining projects in this manner is usually 
more cost effective and certainly less disruptive 
than performing multiple projects on the same 
section of road.  There may be cases when CMS 
strategies can be applied almost immediately, 
and have lasting impacts that lessen or delay the 
need for major construction projects.

The CMS closely examined the MPO 
Transportation Improvement Plan and looked for 
opportunities to combine congestion mitigating 
strategies with projects that may be currently 
scheduled, but not necessarily funded. 

Executive Summary (cont.)



The evaluation process was performed through the development of a decision matrix. The matrix 
was constructed using Microsoft Excel®. It included a number of user inputs as well as built in 
analytical methodologies to quickly produce results in three critical areas: Roadway, Safety and 
Capacity.  Benefit to cost ratios were used to identify which project concepts had the greatest 
potential for relieving congestion and served as a primary consideration for prioritizing projects.

Among the highlights of the congestion management study were the following. 

•Close interaction and clear communication is necessary with the steering committee to 
establish various criteria in the CMS evaluation process. 
•The effectiveness of the overall CMS strategies was very sensitive to the chosen performance 
measures for evaluation and future monitoring. 
•It is important that the initial CMS establish a framework for the process and then focus on 
getting projects out quickly. 
•The framework should establish an update schedule of every two or three years, coinciding with 
the Long Range Transportation Plan update process.
•In its basic form, the CMS is a systematic process to provide information about system 
performance and strategy effectiveness to decision makers.   
•It produced projects for inclusion in the Transportation Improvement Program.

Author Information
Ron Herrington has been the Director of the Division of Traffic Engineering; Lexington-Fayette 
Urban County Government since February 1985 and a member of ITE since that time.  
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Executive Summary (cont.)
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March 20, 2006 

Mr. David Cox 
Executive Director 
Kentucky State Board of  Licensure for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors 
Kentucky Engineering Center 
160 Democrat Drive 
Frankfort, Kentucky  40601 
 

Dear Mr. Cox, 

On behalf  of  the Kentucky Section of  the Institute of  Transportation Engineers (KYSITE), I am writing this
letter to you supporting Kentucky Senate Bill 34, sponsored by Senator Gary Tapp. 

Senate Bill 34 will amend Kentucky Revised Statute 322.290, requiring the Kentucky State Board of  Licensure 
for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors to establish a continuing education program for individual
engineering licensees. This program will forbid licensees from renewing their licenses unless the requisite
continuing education requirements are satisfied.  This program would also prevent continuing education 
requirements that exceed 15 hours per year or that include testing or examination of  the engineer licensee. 
Such requirements will be waived for engineer licensees during those years that the licensee serves on active 
duty in the Armed Forces. 

KYSITE believes strongly in the need to promote the post-licensure educational advancement of  its members 
and professional engineers in general. Kentucky is one of  but a handful of  states without continuing education 
requirements in place, and the development of  such a program in Kentucky will help ensure that our 
professional engineers do not fall behind their colleagues elsewhere. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if  KYSITE can be of  any assistance to you in making sure Senate Bill 34 
passes during the 2006 Kentucky legislative session. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Lewis, PE 
2006 KYSITE President 
G R E S H A M ,  S M I T H  A N D  P A R T N E R S  

1 0 1  S O U T H  F I F T H  S T R E E T  S U I T E  1 4 0 0   

L O U I S V I L L E ,  K Y  4 0 2 0 2   

5 0 2 - 6 2 7 - 8 9 0 0  
 
 
cc: Mr. George Binder, Executive Director ACEC-KY/KSPE 
 Kentucky Senate - c/o   David Williams, President of  the Senate 
 Kentucky House - c/o   Jody Richards, Speaker of  the House

Kentucky Section 
Institute of Transportation Engineers 

Letter from KYSITE Regarding Professional 
Development Hours



Yearly Kentucky Section dues for all members is $15, $10 of which goes into the Section's 
scholarship fund. Please make your check payable to "KYSITE". You will be added to the 
Section's mailing list to receive our newsletter. 

Name: ___________________________________________________ 
Title: ____________________________________________________ 
Company/Agency: ________________________________________ 
Address: ________________________________________________ 
City, State, ZIP: ___________________________________________ 
E-mail Address: __________________________________________ 

Also, please let us know if you are interested in International Membership.

Send completed form and payment to: 
Scott Walker 
Parsons Brinckerhoff
2333 Alumni Park Plaza
Suite 330 
Lexington, KY 40517
Phone: 859.245.3873
walkersc@pbworld.com
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Application for Membership

Technical Services – Eric Green
Member and Section Services – Adam Kirk
Work Force Development – Jo Anne Tingle

Leadership Development – Tony Lewis
Information / Communications / Outreach – Scott Walker

In December 2004, the Southern District Strategic Planning Committee 
recommended establishing District and Section Strategic Goal Area 
Champions to provide leadership and to assist the Board in moving SDITE 
forward.  More information about these roles will be obtained at the 
Southern District Meeting in April and will be provided to you in the next 
newsletter.  

The following individuals have been identified as the 2006 Section 
Champions for KYSITE.

2006 KYSITE Section Champions
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Jo Anne and Scott Tingle would like to announce their 2nd “gift from God,” Nathan 
Joseph Tingle. He was born May 23, 2005 at 2:09 PM and was 8 lbs, 9 ozs and 21 
inches long. His brother, Matthew Scott, 3 1/2 years, now makes their family of 4 
complete.

Announcements

Next Edition

The next newsletter will include:

• Summary of 2006 SDITE Meeting
- Events
- Southern District Traffic Bowl Results

• Summary of Joint Meeting with Ohio
• Technical Paper
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If you would like to advertise in the next KYSITE 
newsletter (Summer 2006), please contact:

Scott Walker: (859) 245-3873


